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Social Protection in Hungary 
 
A. Hungary in the Transformation 
 
Soviet troops struck down the liberal revolution in Hungary in the year 1956 brutally.  In the 
subsequent years under Janos Kadar a authoritarian a party dictatorship one eingefuhrt.  Only 
end of the 60 -iger years went the socialist government gradually on co-operation course, 
whereby in particular economic experiments in the context of a so-called “socialist free-market 
economy” - in the west also Gulaschkommunismus genanot - was tried.  The economic reform 
thrust lie8 in the course of the years the desire for a political system change develop.  Only with 
the distance Kadars in the year 1988 could certainly become generally accepted this liberally 
democratic Reformkrafte.  To 7.10.1989 lostN the monopolymonopolistische state party itself 
up, thus dal3 this turn to DemoLratie and free-market economy also as a “revolution on that 
ways of negotiations " called itself.  In the Fruhjahr 1990 the first free elections were 
durchgefuhrt, more auDer economic reform thrust lie8 in the course of the years the desire for a 
political system change to develop.  Only with the distance Kadars in the year 1988 could 
certainly become generally accepted this liberally democratic Reformkrafte.  To 7.10.1989 
lostN the monopolymonopolistische state party itself up, thus dal3 this turn to DemoLratie and 
free-market economy also as a “revolution on that ways of negotiations " called itself.  The 
conservative liberal parties as winners and Antall as Ministerprasident came out.  Already in this 
first transformation phase extensive law projects were in particular brought in the range of the 
commercial law on the way.  After the second choice in the year 1994 ubernahm the socialist 
liberal coalition under horn the government.  Even if this government could achieve 
makrookonomische successes, then nevertheless numerous scandals undermined the confidence 
of the Bevolkerung.  In the newest choice inquiries the government coalition cuts off not least 
for this reason very badly. 
 
B.  Basic conditions for the arrangement of the system of social security 
 
I.  Constitutional framework 
 
1.  Emergence history of the Hungarian condition the old condition from the year 1949 
corresponded to the Soviet stalinistischen condition in almost all points.  After joggle Kadars 
were compiled in May 1988 first preparations for the elaboration of a new condition.  In August 
the Council of Ministers determined the time frame by Beschlul ] fur the constitutional law 
giving.  Already in November 1988 a " regulation conception could be finished fur the new 
condition of the Hungarian People's Republic ".  This document was discussed in numerous 
commissions and transmitted in the Marz 1989 the parliament.  In June the negotiations at " 
rounds the table " were eroffnet, in which beside the government party also numerous 
oppososspsitionelle groups participated.  After more uber the Essentialia of the new 
democratic-liberal state State of agreement had been obtained, schlielilich the new condition 
could be adopted to 18.10.1989. 
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2.  Socialright-relevant condition standards 
 
After art. 17 of the condition, which is to be assigned systematically to the general regulations, 
the Republic of Hungary ensures fur the BedurPtigen by expanded social MaBnahrnen.  Here it 
concerns only a state goal regulation.  In the zwolften chapter of the Hungarian condition 
fundamental rights and basic obligations are standardized. Thereby the social fundamental rights 
found a special meaning, which was comprehensively laid down in kind 70 / B to 70 / E.  
SZunachst plans art. 70 / B exp. 1 a right to work and to the free choice by job and occupation.  
Kind.  70 / D protected the persons, who live in the Republic of Hungary, a right to the 
bestmogliche korperliche and mental health.  Kind.  70 / E guarantees the Staatsburgern of the 
republic Hungary a right to social security. Afterwards each requirement on the Fursorge. 
chliel3lich necessary for the existence safety device has carried out geman art. 70 / E exp. 2 
the Republic of Hungary the right to Fursorge by the social security system and by the 
maintenance from social mechanisms at the age, with illness and Invaliditat, in the widow and 
orphan conditions as well as with unemployment without own being to blame for.   
 
This composition clarified, daD the social fundamental rights in the Hungarian condition a broad 
precipitation found.  The social fundamental rights ahneln the fundamental right catalog of 
the socialist Hungarian condition, whereby to a large extent only the wording of the standards 
was verandert and angepalSt at the  Systemwochsel.  Berucksichtigt one the emergence 
background of the new Hungarian condition, cannot surprise, daB liberty rights and social 
fundamental rights partly directly next to each other stands to and-to for part in a condition 
standard is zusammengefalit.  The next to each other of " positive " and " negative " condition 
standards is bourteilt partly critically in the literature.  Dal3 it with these social fundamental 
rights not around insignificant program regulations acts, clarifies some decisions of the 
Hungarian constitutional court yard.  The constitutional court saw fundamental rights of the 
BOrger hurt, if social security benefits and Vergunstigungen were jerk-working painted or 
gekurzt, without planning comprehensive Ubergangsvorschriften fur the concerning.   
 
Among other things jerk-working cure tongues children -, maternity and patient daily allowance 
as with the condition were incompatibly regarded.  As consequence of these extensive judicial 
decisions the Minister of Finance stepped zuruck, since he saw his deciding match area too 
strongly eingeschrankt.  From constitutional criteria the strong stress of the sociallegal standards 
appears also not the condition in art. 9 fur Hungary ausdrucklich a free-market economy plans 
without heistation, there and this standard in the way of a constitutional Guterabwagung to be 
berucksichtigt mull.  The Hungarian constitutional court in other decisions emphasized these 
interrelations between Okonomie and social nationalness.  So no Verstol3 is to be recognized 
against the right to social security, if inevitable social costs of the system change 
uberproportional load the pensioners.  Also Rentenerhohungen, which zuruckbleiben behind the 
inflation rate, is in view of which only limits loadable national economy the more ser short 
Uberblick condition-conformal already makes the challenges clearly, which the Hungarian 
Judikative in the area of conflict between the social justice and the economic feasibility straight 
had in the first time of the transformation to bewaltigen.  So far this spagat seems successfully. 
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11.  Okonomi framework the okonomische development of Hungary is to be judged ambivalent.  
On the one hand Hungary has dal3 (too) at the beginning of the transformation phase of 
restructuring steps was zunachst rapidly introduced, on the other hand however in the future 
in the speed and in the consequence of the conversion substantially diminished, thus highly put 
expectations nevertheless somewhat enttauscht.  Altogether a rather gradual continuous 
transformation of the economy is tried also in contrast to the " Big fears for " in the Czech 
republic and in Poland.  The transformation of the economy was introduced by numerous 
restaurant laws.  The speed of the privatisation remained behind expectations zuruck.  Gunstig 
are to be judged however high direct investments.   
 
On the other hand a high AulSenhandelsdefizit and the high indebtedness the otherwise gunstige 
markookonomische balance trubt.  In particular in July 1994 gewahlte social liberal forced the 
high indebtedness the government to acting.  In the Marz 1995 a Stabilitatsprogramm was 
brought on the way. 
 
C Uberblick more uber the system of sezialen security 
 
I.  Historical developments of the social security systems 
 
1.  Beginning of social safety device 
 
For origin of the Hungarian social system are appropriate in the social legislation of the 
eastreach-Hungarian monarchy.  Within this double monarchy was entitled to the Konigreich 
Hungary on that areas of the social right a originare legislative competence.  Already in the year 
1891 the health insurance was begrundet fur workers, 1903 an accident insurance fur workers 
and 1907 an accident insurance fur employees.  In intermediate wartime the social legislation 
was substantially expanded.  1926 developed an old age pension insurance for miners, two years 
more spater an ill and an accident insurance.  1929 were extended the pension system by an 
invalid and a survivor insurance and eingefuhrt in the year 1937 a age safety device fur farmers.   
 
2.  Social safety device in socialism 
 
The change of the social security system end of the 40 - more iger and at the beginning of the 
50 - iger years was gepragt by strongly egalitate tendencies.  The formerly pluralistische health 
system about - worked social security, private institutions and welfare organisation next to each 
other - was replaced by a national centralized Gesundheitsbehorde.  Zunachst proved the 
socialist social safeguard net as comparatively successful.  In the 60 - iger years became 
however some difficulties apparent;  the Ineff~zienz of the health service shows up for instance 
in the rising mortality rates.  In the year 1929 the eingefuhrte pension system 
remained - although with substantial and anderungen - until 1952 in strength.  1975 the separate 
branches of social security (patients -, accident and old age pension insurance) were standardized 
and continued to centralize. 
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II.  Uberblick and organization of the social politics 
 
The supervision more uber the social safety device is incumbent on well-being travel and the 
Ministry of Labour.  W3hrend the welfare Ministry thereby fur social security and the national 
Sozialfursorge is zustandig, supervises the Ministry of Labour the unemployment insurance.  
Trager of the Hungarian social security are two Korperschaften of the offentlichen right, which 
administer Rentenversicherungsund health fund.  In October 1991 a law was passed more uber 
the autonomy of the social security system.  Since that time the social security cashes are 
gefuhrt unabhangig by the national administration in itself-administered funds.  Highest 
BeschlulBorgan of both Korper is in each case a Hauptversarnmlung of the members.  A part of 
the members of the general meeting is gewahlt from the national lists set up by the trade 
union-connected, another part of the point-connected the employer federation is sent.  To 21.  
Marz 1993 took place the first social elections, from which the former unit trade union came out 
as a winner.  Are supervised the funds of supervision rates, which are controlled for their part by 
the parliament.  Protecting the range of the pension and health insurance fund, is nationally and 
hierarchically organized the employment administration. 
 
III.  Financing 
 
The social expenditures of Hungary are fnanziert from taxes and social security contributions.  
Thereby tax proceeds essentially become fur general-social tasks related, social security 
contributions serve the financing of the “classical " social security risks.  With 35 % of the BIP 
the social expenditures are quite high in the international comparison.  Due to this high social 
ratio naturgemal3 is also to social insurance contribution on a comparatively high level.  They 
amounted to 1996 52 % and starting from 1997 50, 5 %.  Of it 30, 5 % to the old age pension 
insurance (24, 5 % the employer, 6 % the employee pays) are allotted and on the health 
insurance 23, 5% (employer 19, 5 %, employee 4 %). defiance of the social security tax high in 
the international comparison the financial equipment of the Sozialversicherungstrager is 
insufficient.  Hierfur responsible is the unzulanglich organized contribution introduction.  After 
careful Schatzungen 20 % of the expenditures are not deposited or are still pending.  An 
effective introduction of the taxes and social insurance contribution did not succeed - ahnlich as 
in Poland 
and in contrast to the Czech republic - so far.  Problematic is in addition also household control 
of the social funds.  At present the funds konnen on the current account of the central state 
household access, which works fur the cost discipline of the funds counter productive.  For 
example the deficit of the health fund in the course of the yearly 1994 rose continuously.  The 
accumulated debts were completed at the end of the yearly autonomatisch more uber the national 
budget. 
 
IV.  Legal bases fur social security 
 
Prime acres Rechstgrundlage of the Hungarian social net is art. 70 of the Hungarian condition, 
which plans the right of each Burgers to protection against various sociallegally relevant risks.  
The social security law of 1975 is singlelegal in the modified version from the year 1992 of 
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central importance. 
 
D.  Representation of the individual branches of insurance 
 
I.  Health service 
 
1.  Health service in socialism after the Einfuhrung of the socialist economic and society system 
was copied also the health system from the Soviet unit sample.  Even if the system operated at 
first satisfyingly, were nevertheless soon it shown substantial lack.  AulNerer expression hierfur 
was the sinking life expectancy small compared with western states.  Although the portion fur of 
the health achievements spent amount was not insignificant, the health service exhibited 
substantial lack:  The salary the physician was very low compared with other occupations.  To 
amortization one did not pay attention.  Despite substantial financial expenditures the Qualitat 
of the medical mechanism was insufficient.  The EinfluB of the state showed up on almost all 
levels:  Zunachst once were national the public health services, besides the 
Gesundheitsbehorden stood under national supervision, decisions became after central tarpaulins 
met, for physician became from the state paid and schlieJ3lich also the financing from 
centralnational means took place.  This ubermaDige meaning of national Einflul3nahme liel3 
neither fur a free choice of doctor, still another rational utilization of funds still one at 
Bedurfnissen oriented achievement contribution area.  When consequence de s state-oriented S 
y stems fuhlten themselves aluminium le sen involved ones - physician, patient, central and local 
administration... -, sundheitswe at the Ge, as losers in the system. 
 
2.  The health service in the reform 
 
In the course of the transformation a reform of the health service was inevitable therefore.  The 
Hungarian government has also in their in September 1990 presented still quite generally 
formulated " program of the national renewal " a reform need in the health service eingeraumt. 
In in June 1991 presented scheme the substantial goals of this reform were outlined.  Afterwards 
a mandatory health service should be created, which planned a privatarzliche supply and a free 
choice of doctor as central column of the new system.  These defaults should be converted by 
punctual reforms.  Zunachst should be reorganized the prime acres supply, by being replaced 
formerly at Ortskrankenhauser bound prime acres supply by a " family doctor system ".  
Selbstandige physician schlielSen since that time own stand with the institutes for health 
insurance.  Besides insurance cards were eingefuhrt.  Afterwards a mandatory health service 
should be created, which planned a privatarzliche supply and a free choice of doctor as central 
column of the new system.  These defaults should be converted by punctual reforms.  Zunachst 
should be reorganized the prime acres supply, by being replaced formerly at Ortskrankenhauser 
bound prime acres supply by a " family doctor system ".  Selbstandige physician schlielSen 
since that time own stand with the institutes for health insurance.  Besides insurance cards were 
eingefuhrt.   
 
3.  The at present valid health service since beginning of the transformation is offered on the 
Gesun&eitssektor in the comparison to the former monolithic socialist health service a far more 
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multicolored picture.  The state is since Einfuhrung health insurance system essentially only fur 
the basic conditions zustandig, protecting the tasks of the health service since that time 
grundsatzlich by a health insurance system ubernommen becomes.  The health service is three 
speed developed.  Protecting tasks of the tertiaren health care by the welfare Ministry itself to be 
noticed, administer the GebietskOrperschaften the regionally furnished prime acre and secondary 
supply.  The basis health care is furnished on local level.  Legal basis hierfur is on the one hand 
the law of uber autonomy from the year 1990 and the law more uber social affairs from the year 
1993.  From the latter law results besides the Zustandigkeit of the municipalities fur the field of 
the social welfare assistance.  1992 were eingefuhrt a health insurance fund, whereby the system 
of the Staatsburgerversorgung was replaced at the same time by an insurance draw.  The 
Einfuhrung of the health insurance system was particularly durchgefuhrt in " sophistiated " way.  
In Hungary in the communist time the family assistance was financed from the social security 
through contribution.   
 
The family assistance was beschrankt on the working Bevolkerung.  At the time of the 
conversion the expenditures were ago alike fur the family assistance and fur the health of 
contributing.  To that extent one could exchange these systems simply, by out-arranging the 
family assistance taxfinanced and the patient treatment as insurance.  This had besides the 
advantage, daB the family assistance now no more ausschliel3lich on employees was beschrankt 
and one brought the health insurance in without without obvious and veranderungen of the 
contribution system could.  However the problem, dal3 a certain part of the Bevolkerung results 
is not insured now.  Before the transformation practically none insisted freely choice of doctor 
on the achievement side.  Now exists in the Primarversorgung as substantial columns of a liberal 
health service free choice of doctor.  Grundsatzlich applies the Primaraztsystem in as much as 
the patients zunachst the general physician switch on mussen, in order to then come more uber it 
to the specialist.  This does not apply however fur those to special physician, where the need is 
obvious fur a specialist as for instance with Zahnarzlen and Gynakologen. Each Artz more uber 
an insuring map an average number of approx. 1500 insured assigned to achieve the a 
gleichm~líge distribution.  Usually those have physician private practices and mechanisms, 
some use further state institutions. 
 
At the Hungarian health care the partly still unzulangliche Qualitat of the achievements furnished 
in the health service is problematic.  However the financing problems, those appear more 
serious primarily from high hospital costs and a uberdimensionierten medicament subsidization 
gentleman clocks.  Both subsidized medicaments and the hospital budgets are subject to stricter 
control since 1994;  control is grundsatzlich begrulénswert, however should take place this 
rather more uber the competition and free market structures than uber imposition of quotas and 
budgeting. 
 
11.  Old-age pension 
 
In Hungary 11% of the BIP are spent fur the range of the old-age pension, after still 1970 only 4 
% of the BIP had been spent fur the range of the pensions.  Although thereby compared with 
other states an important part of the expenditures is invested fur the range of the pensions, none 
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of the parties merged into the old-age pension seems to be content.  From view of the pensioners 
about the insufficient indexation is bemangelt.  Employers and employees criticize high social 
insurance contribution, and co-operate haufig with the evasion this contribution kollusiv. 
Schliel3lich is judged negatively the role of the state, which by comprehensive regulation the 
social security cashes plundere.  Therefore the valid old age pension insurance system from 
several pages is gefahrdet.  Before here reform steps are compiled to the Bewaltigung of these 
interest conflicts, is zunachst the Hungarian old-age pension to be represented.   
 
1.  The legal old-age pension 
 
The valid Hungarian pension system is based anyhow at present still essentially only on the legal 
old age pension insurance.  Besides also private pension additional insurance cashes exist to 
small extent.  These became by a law of 6.12.  1993 certified.  With the permission of private 
insurance Hungary at traditions knupft from the time before 2.  World war on.  Now are again 
zulassig health insurances, life insurances and private old age pension insurances.  From the law 
specified above concrete defaults result more uber contribution and the concrete conditions of 
the contract conclusion.  Further there the Voraussetzongen is fur the Grundung regulated by 
insurance companies, the national supervision rights among other things.  The individual 
insurance companies again give themselves own statute.     
 
Differently than in Tschechien the private Rentenversicherungsmoglichkeiten of their number of 
members and their importance does not fall however in the weight in Hungary.  Rather drive the 
Hungarian private old age pension insurance at present still another shade existence.  In the 
future the meaning of the private pension additional insurance could zunehrnen however, there 
the Einkornrnenssteuerrecht a tax credit note fur old age pension insurance contribution zulaJ3t.  
Schwerpunktmallig is to be represented therefore here also the legal old age pension insurance.  
The Hungarian pension system follows already since the first old age pension insurance law the 
Bismarck insurance principle.  The so far essentially single-step system protected a legal 
old-age pension in Forrn of a full or a partial pension.  A condition of a partial pension is 
protecting an at least zehnjahrige service, a full pension a at least zwanzigjahrige service 
required.   
 
Still under the socialist system in the year 1975 the pensionable age borders in the different 
occupational groups were harmonized.  Since that time rightfully Manner are already starting 
from 60 years, women in the age of 55 years.  This fur osteuropaische States of typical 
differentiation after sexes is to be eliminated by a continuous rise of the pensionable age in the 
Zukuntt.  One aims at thereby, daB starting from that 1,01,2003 Manner and women starting 
from that 60.  Lebensjahr are entitled to a pension.  Condition for achievement fur the purchase 
of a full pension is a 20jahrige Vorversicherungszeit.  On the average Manner furnished one 
work time of 36 years and women one work time of 28 years, before they are entitled to a 
pension.  In Hungary just like times beitragstreie in other formerly socialist states grol3zugig are 
particularly recognized.  Does not only become as a period to be taken into account as in many 
different (west)europaischen states of the Militardienst and child education times anerkanut, but 
more daruber outside surprisingly university times.   
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In this form the social security-legal remuneration of university times in other states is to be 
justified unknown and essentially probably not.  As assessment basis until 1992 net income of 
the three best years was consulted in the last funf years before the retirement.  Existed by this 
design fundamentals no differences between more uberlangere time berufstatigen persons and 
those with only short Berufstatigkeit.  Starting from that 01,03,1993 the assessment period was 
extended however gradually.  Since that time work times are also included since 1988 into the 
computation.  In the high one is beitragsabhangig the old-age pension, whereby both the long 
one of the service and the monthly average income are substantial fur the high one of the 
pension.  The connection between old-age pension and the previous content wins in the 
Hungarian social legislation increasingly in weight.  In particular in the pension laws from the 
year 1991 the beitragsabhangige component of the old-age pension was gestarkt.   
 
Beside these Beitragsabhangigkeit plans the Hungarian pension right a minimum pension; a 
maximum pension is formulated not ausdrucklich, results however in fact from performed 
contributing.  The average pension sank in the last years continuously.  It 1988 still 4600 ft. 
amounted to protecting, was it 1993 only about 3500 ft.  Due to the high inflation rates 1992 an 
indexation were eingefuhrt, which works against the pension cancellation only insufficiently 
however.  During the indexation can be angeknOptt grundsatzlich to the increase of wages or to 
the increase of the price index.  After valid Hungarian right mul3 the pension jahrlich according 
to the erwarteteten increase net income to be increased, whereby the necessary Erhohungen is 
made twice jahrlich in the Marz and September.  The Anknupfung to the increase of wages 
proved so far from view of the pensioners as unglucklich, since be worth in Hungary since 1990 
sank and the price increases took a betrachtlichen extent at the same time. 
 
In addition, a Anknupfung to the Konsumguterpreisveranderung had had the grundsatzlichen 
disadvantage, dal3 each automatic indexation fur (social security)Haushalt to with difficulty 
calculable financial risks drove can.  Therefore are the pensions so far both relative to other 
states and absolutely small.  For this reason is also the distance to the social welfare assistance 
of haufig only gradual nature.  A sufficient distance between social welfare assistance and the 
minimum pension is however required from order-political Grunden.  In particular too 
bemangeln, dal3 is the distance between both Grolén continuously decreases. 
 
2.  The regulation of the vorruhestandes   
 
Of special importance fur the Hungarian old-age pension is the grol3zugige active lung the 
vorruhestandes.  For this exist two programs presented by the Hungarian government, which 
unemployed person is to seize or persons threatened by unemployment.  These programs should 
reduce the difficulties of the first transformation phase.  On the one hand a preferred retirement 
becomes certified, if the applicant only three years up to the old-age pension work mul3, were at 
least six months unemployed and less than a minimum content earned  After another program a 
vorruhestand is moglich, if the work time only funf years amount to, which are concretely 
threatened by a dismissal employees and worked at least 30 years.  This MaBnahme is financed 
on the one hand from the unemployed person fund on the other hand through contribution of the 
employers.   
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According to both regulationregulation regulations the serechtigten the same achievements are 
protected after the Grundsatzen, which apply also with the old-age pension.  The extensive 
regulations to the Ermoglichung of the vorruhestandes are not undisputed.  In particular the 
intended discharge of the job market, which is still zusatzlich increased by a laxe Gewahrung of 
Erwerbsunfahigkeitsrenten, is comprehensible, but opposes on the other hand the groBzugigen 
anticipated retirement schedule substantial Einwande.  
 
On the one hand the danger, daD already existing age regulations to be doubled, bestebt thus 
daM it to unerwunschten Uberschneidungen come here can.  Right-wing politically precariously 
is besides, dal3 the Fruhverrentungsprogramme not with financial reducing are connected, but 
rather the same achievements as with are protected the purchase of the old-age pension.  This 
grolizugige Leistungsgewahrung drive to an economicalally precarious load of the social 
insurances and raise besides the question whether a granting privilege is more gegenuber 
“normal “old-age pensioners compatible with the equality set.  Further the danger, dal3 exists 
only the programs speed-rarely put on to continuous regulations solidifies itself.  Schliel3lich 
stands to befurchten, dal3 between the different insurance funds (unemployment insurance and 
old age pension insurance) the risks depending upon need to be shifted and none of the two funds 
the respective Leistugen on secured basis furnish can.  From all that, daB is connected with 
substantial disadvantages and - anyhow in the long term - the gewunschte discharge of the job 
market results the gro~zugigen regulationregulation regulations is very expensively bought.   
 
3.  Some substantial lack exhibits perspectives the valid old-age pension system.  In particular 
because of the extensively regulated authorizationauthorization authorization and the 
groMzugigen charge of beitragstreien times the Hungarian pension system proves as too 
expensive.  Also aullerst the liberal awarding a Invaliditatsrente loads the Hungarian pension 
system.  About 25 % the pensioner refer a Erwerbsunfahigkeitsrente.  The demographic 
problems which can be expected are not drawn.  At present already 26 % are the Hungarian 
Bevolkerung pensioner reforms are inevitable thereby.  In the Hungarian pension discussion 
also diesbezuglich grundsatzlich a Ubereinstimmung exists, even if the reform speed and the 
absolute reform will leave still to wunschen Obrig.  In the context of the reform options is to be 
differentiated between long-term and only punctual and anderungen.  At short notice the 
pensionable age is to be raised further.   
 
Besides a closer purchase between payment of dues and achievement is intended, whereby the 
details are still disputed.  With langfri the stigen reforms E inigke was obtained it in so far, 
when that was to be distributed A ltersversorgung kunttig on several Saulen.  During the 
concrete arrangement however differences exist.  The following two models are essentially 
discussed.  Both models plan in each case three-aula a model, whereby the weighting of the 
individual columns varies however. After the concept of the Treasury, which from the World 
Bank beeinflul3t is, a reallocation-financed pension is to form the basis of the zuLunftigen 
pension organization into high ones of 40 % of the average wage.  A second stage in the way of 
a financingfinancing financing to work, mandatorily out-arranged and by private business be 
organized.  Schliel3lich is a third Saule on freiwilliger basis an auxiliary supply ermoglichen.   
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The autonomy organs of the old age pension insurance suggest guaranteeing more 
demgegenuber, dal3 the first stage than taxfinanced Staatsburgerversorgung about 20 % of the 
income are.  From second level thereafter a reallocation-financed insurance is intended and 
schlieMlich as the third Saule a freiwillige supply. 
 
III. Unemployment insurance 
 
1.  Job market 
 
In the first years of the transformation the unemployment ratio in Hungary took rapidly and 
zunachst constantly rising from 1, 6 % in the year 1990 on 13 % in the year 1992 too.  The 
Hungarian unemployment ratio is in for instance comparable with the Polish, even if both job 
market differ.  This rapid rise of unemployment is generally interpreted as an indication of a 
consistent structure change.  Even if this Einschatzung may be somewhat oberflachlich, then 
nevertheless indeed the consistent transformation of a socialist national economy correlates high 
unemployment ratio into (socially cushioned) a free-market economy with one zunachst.  In the 
future unemployment in Hungary is however strongly sunk se of 13, 6 % in February 1993 on 
10,4 % in December 1994, erstaunlicherwei into ser time also the speed of the economic growth 
slowed down.  Dal3 from this however no " GesetzmalSigLeit " deduce themselves lalit, clarify 
the example of the Czech republic.  There the consistent restaurant change accompanies with 
particularly low unemployment. 
 
The Hungarian job market is western and that most other central and of osteuropaischen states 
comparable with:  As problem areas youth unemployment emerges in Hungary, whereby this 
from training not oriented at the market results in particular.  Further unskilled workers on the 
job market are with difficulty obtainable.  Besides konnen ethnical minorities - in particular 
Sinti - only heavily into the first job market to be integrated.  Further a high unemployment ratio 
exists in the regions, in which heavy industry was concentrated settled.  In particular in the 
northeast and in the Sudosten Hungary therefore high unemployment is registered, protecting the 
unemployment ratio in central Hungary and the grolSeren Stadten clearly lower lies.  This 
regional differentiation of unemployment represents an increasing problem.  In order the 
regional differences effectively bekampfen to konnen, regional Konzopte are for some time 
developed.  SchlieJ3lich has to kampfen Hungary for some time with increasing long-term 
unemployment;  63 % of the registered unemployed persons are already for more than six 
months unemployed. 
 
2. Arbeitslosenunterstutzung 
 
Arbeitslosenunterstutzung and active labor policy are financed in Hungary from two of different 
find.  This division in two parts offers the advantage, dal3 passive and active Mal3nahmen 
clearly to be separated; financial obligation achievements to unemployed persons do not konnen 
therefore to an automatic Kurzung of the active Beschaftigungsmalinahmen drove.  Besides also 
the problem of insurance-strange achievements does not step in grolém Malle to light. 
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Already 1989 fuhrte Hungary the payment of a Arbeitslosenunterstutzung.  The payment of 
unemployment pay presupposes, dal3 of the applicants is unemployed, on work search is and in 
the last four years before unemployment I year was beschaftigt at least.  The maximum period 
for the purchase of unemployment pay amount to now 18 months after formerly 24 months.  
The high one of the unemployment pay orients itself at the minimum content.  The achievement 
lies at least on high ones of the minimum content and amounts to maximally the three-way of the 
minimum content.  Schulabganger receive 75 % of the unemployment pay.  The achievements 
are not so far indexed.  Even if the Arbeitslosenuntersutung is conceived in form of a social 
security, she represents actually only one basic safety device.  Dal 3 of incentives is verstandlich 
to the beginning of work to be created is.  It mul3 to have been however considered, dal3 the 
employees through contribution requirement have along-financed.  Due to this own contribution 
those could be erfalSt contribution of constitutional protection.   
 
3.  Active labor policy 
 
The Arbeitsamter ubernehmen three tasks:  the administration of the unemployment pay, 
employment agency and the selection of the participants fur active job market programs.  Fur 
this far field have the Arbeitsamter however too few coworkers.  In some Arbeitsburos a 
katatrophales Zahlenverhaltnis between coworkers and unemployed persons prevails.  In the 
context of the active labor policy Schulungsmal3nahmen are durchgefuhrt fur all unemployed 
persons.  The Teiluahme at training courses is with one around 10 % erhohten payment 
of the unemployment pay connected.  Also the Polish work claim " recompences " the 
participation in training courses.  To what extent training course participants should be preferred 
more gegenuber different unemployment pay subscribers, is however only with difficulty 
comprehensible.  Rather the partial close note resemblingness at Weiterbildungsmoglichkeiten 
is an advantage, that not still zusatzlich to be already actually honored nevertheless muJ3. 
 
The Hungarian Beschaftigungsforderungsrecht plans several Mal3nahmen for the creation of 
new jobs.  For this pay in particular aids fur employers for the creation of new jobs, subsidy fur 
unemployed persons to the Grundung of a selbstandigen existence, schlieBlich also direct jobs.  
Employers receive the Halfte of the labour costs fur the period of a yearly, if they adjust 
unemployed persons, the six months or with Schulabgangern three 
 
Months were beschaftigt.  A selbstandige Tatigkeit unemployed persons aiming at receive lost 
subsidy into high ones of a six month's unemployment pay.   
Schliel3lich is paid to ABM-Mal3nahmen also from the Beschaftigungsfonds money fur, 
whereby the number of participants of these programs rises continuously.  Besides is speziel le 
Unterstutzungen fur also tuned RH gionen intended, whereby in particular the integration of the 
Sinti is demanded.  In particular with this special Unterstutzungsleistungen haufig the 
coordination between regional and national institutions represents a substantial problem.  From 
the Beschaftigungsfonds schliel3lich also Fruhpensionierungsprogramme are paid. 
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4.  Evaluation 
 
The durable integration of unemployed persons into the first job market does not only hangt of 
the high one the Arbeitslosenunterstutzung, which should create at least an incentive to the 
beginning of work, off.  Also the range of the active labor policy is not alone crucial.  Rather 
the basic conditions are as for instance the order-political adjustment or the arrangement of the 
industrial law fur the success of a labor policy haufig trailblazing.  In this connection in 
particular the Hungarian law of bankruptcy and the privatisation plays an important role. 
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The privatisation formerly state-own enterprises makes slow however constant progress in 
Hungary.  After the privatisation concept was guessed/advised something in wobbling, the 
Hungarian government introduced to 11.11.1994 a new privatisation strategy fur the years 
1994-1998.  Abgestutzt became this concept by the privatisation law of 16.06.1995.  According 
to this privatisation law between three groups one differentiates.  Fur the privatisation from (30 
to 40) Grolúnternehmen is zustandig the government.  The privatisation of the mittelgroDen 
enterprises usually takes place via a cash sale.  The privatisation of the small enterprises takes 
place via the respective Geschaftigsleitung.  Apart from the organization in three groups and the 
elaboration of three Privatisierungskonzopte with the privatisation increasingly also to 
employment protection one pays attention 
 
Fur the Hbhe of unemployment along-crucially is also the arrangement of the law of bankruptcy.  
Hungary created 1992 a first bankruptcy law.  Due to this legal regulation, which had been 
violently criticized grundsatzlich and in Deeails, it came to a multiplicity of bankruptcy.  To at 
the end of of 1994 5000 bankruptcy request was placed and 23000 liquidationsverfahren were 
introduced.  Recently national,,Rettungsaktionen increased ".  In particular in structure-weak 
regions the government is bemuht to receive to job.  Whether these - also in other Landern to 
observe-end Bemuhungen - have durable success, appears however doubtfuly.  In particular it is 
doubtful whether this Mal3nahmen is economicalally meaningful.  Schliel3lich is to be referred 
as the further job market-relevant factor still to the wage-high.  Ursprunglich should be closed 
wage guidelines by triparttripartistische federation bundnisse, which did not succeed however so 
far.  The Lohnerhohungen of 18, demanded by the employees - 20 % are inflation-driving and 
could not not be interspersed also in this high one.  For example the increase in wages in 
national enterprises on 10 % was limited.  This comparatively moderate Lohnerhohung has also 
Einflul3 on the private-economic wage policy ausuben konnen. 
 
E. Resumee 
 
The Hungarian social security system existing at present makes a unausgereiften impression.  
The structures of the social net are verbesserungsfahig, partly lie " the devil in addition, in the 
detail".  Within the range of the structural reforms in particular the reform of the old age pension 
insurance should be couragiert and converted purposefully.  Both long and short term Reforrnen 
bezuglich the old-age pension mussen in the nachsten years to be introduced. Appears important 
also to lower high social insurance contribution.  These represent a standigen incentive for the 
evasion of the deliveries and reduce the Attraktivitat of the Hungarian location.  A lowering of 
delivery loads can set naturgemal3 at two points - namlich a Einnahmenerhohung and/or a 
decrease in expenses-. 
 
In Hungary appears required and also feasible in particular a Einnahmenerhohung by a more 
efficient contribution introduction.  Diesbezuglich were also already introduced 1995 the first 
steps.  Since that time Sozialversicherungstrager have the Moglichkeit without previous 
engagement of courts to seize Vermogen in order to drive demands for social security. 
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Also within other ranges positive beginning are to be registered.  Thus for instance the system of 
the family allowance was meaningfully reformed.  Also by the permission of private pension 
schemes in the year 1993 a first step introduced on the way to a pension system which is based 
on several Saulen. 
